APAS calls for producer focus in addressing Canadian Grain
Commission accumulated surplus
May 2, 2017 – For Immediate Release - The Agricultural Producers Association of
Saskatchewan has recommended that the Canadian Grain Commission focus on three
areas of concern to producers in allocating an estimated surplus of over $95 million in
their submission to a CGC consultation on the surplus.
“These surplus funds were generated from user fees paid by producers in years of
record grain production, and the Commission needs to focus on priorities that benefit all
grain producers in allocating this surplus,” explained APAS President Todd Lewis. “It
appears that a producer refund is neither legally possible, or administratively practical.”
The first APAS priority outlined in the submission is a request for the Commission to
review and update grain quality factors and grading systems. “Our members are very
concerned that the current quality factors and grading systems are not always
consistent,” Lewis said. “Producers have increasing issues with the accuracy and
reliability of grain grading at primary elevators. The use of new grading techniques such
as falling number and vomitoxin testing are common practice in the trade, but are
absent from CGC grades.”
The second APAS priority is for the Grain Commission to review the current bond based
producer payment security system, and look at possible options, such as a payment
protection fund.
The third priority is for the CGC to consult and consider expansion of its mandate to
enhance producer protection and transparency in the grain trade. These measures
would include generic grain contracts, similar to those used in Australia, improved
complaint accountability and follow-up, as well as increased auditing and transparency
of weigh scales and other measurement equipment.
The submission discusses opportunities to expand the CGC statistical reporting
program to better enable producers and other market participants to make informed
marketing decisions.
The APAS submission also calls for more due care from the CGC in setting fees in
future. “The accumulation of this surplus was an unintended consequence of our record
grain production,” Lewis concluded. “We need to ensure that CGC user fees are fair to
producers, while maintaining the crucial work of the Grain Commission.”
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APAS is Saskatchewan’s general farm organization formed to provide farmers and
ranchers with a democratically elected, grassroots, non-partisan, producer organization
based on rural municipal boundaries. As the united voice of thousands of agricultural
producers in Saskatchewan, we strive to represent the views of a wide variety of
agricultural stakeholders in order to form comprehensive policies that can benefit all
sectors of society.
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